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A line through the brain: implementation
of human line-scanning at 7T for ultra-high
spatiotemporal resolution fMRI
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Xin Yu3, Serge O Dumoulin1,2,4, Wietske van der Zwaag1 and
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Abstract

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a widely used tool in neuroscience to detect neurally evoked responses,

e.g. the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal. Typically, BOLD fMRI has millimeter spatial resolution and

temporal resolution of one to few seconds. To study the sub-millimeter structures and activity of the cortical gray

matter, the field needs an fMRI method with high spatial and temporal resolution. Line-scanning fMRI achieves very high

spatial resolution and high sampling rate, at the cost of a sacrifice in volume coverage. Here, we present a human line-

scanning implementation on a 7T MRI system. First, we investigate the quality of the saturation pulses that suppress MR

signal outside the line. Second, we established the best coil combination for reconstruction. Finally, we applied the line-

scanning method in the occipital lobe during a visual stimulation task, showing BOLD responses along cortical depth,

every 250 mm with a 200ms repetition time (TR). We found a good correspondence of t-statistics values with 2D

gradient-echo echo planar imaging (GE-EPI) BOLD fMRI data with the same temporal resolution and voxel volume

(R¼ 0.6� 0.2). In summary, we demonstrate the feasibility of line-scanning in humans and this opens line-scanning fMRI

for applications in cognitive and clinical neuroscience.
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Introduction

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a
widely used tool in neuroscience, where most fMRI
studies are based on blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) contrast weighted imaging.1 fMRI
data are typically acquired using Echo Planar Imaging
(EPI). EPI is an efficient sampling method, with up to
submillimeter spatial resolution and a temporal resolu-
tion usually in the order of seconds. Spatially, the neu-
rons, however, are organized in columnar and laminar
structures measuring in the hundreds of micrometers.2

Temporally, neurons communicate at the microsecond
level. The BOLD response features carry information
in the range of hundreds of microseconds.3,4 A subsec-
ond, preferably �100ms sampling rate in fMRI is nec-
essary to detect temporal features of the hemodynamic
response function (HRF) that specify how the hemo-
dynamic signal propagates through the functional at
the mesoscopic scale (cortical layers).

Advances in fMRI methodology have been aimed at
increasing both the spatial and the temporal resolution
of fMRI, with the final goal being sub-millimeter spa-
tial resolution and sub-second sampling rate.
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Ultra-high magnetic field strength MRI systems
allow fMRI data acquisition with high spatial resolu-
tions5 because of the increases in signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR)6 and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR)7,8 with the
magnetic field strength B0. In general, different spatial
resolutions are required, depending on the functional
unit which are the study object. Human cortical thick-
ness varies between 1 and 4.5mm, with an overall aver-
age of approximately 2.5 mm.9 Within the cortex,
different layers can be distinguished; hence sub-
millimeter spatial resolution is a prerequisite in terms
of spatial resolution for layer resolved fMRI studies.
Here, we specifically focused on the human visual
cortex which has a cortical thickness around 2mm,
and is composed of 6 layers. In this context and
region, we believe that a spatial resolution of 250 mm
is the minimal resolution to detect functional organiza-
tion both at columnar (�500 mm) and laminar level
(�500 mm).2,10 Other regions of human cortex, such
as motor cortex, are slightly thicker, and contain
fewer discernable layers. Here a spatial resolution of
500 mmmight be adequate to resolve signals at different
cortical depths, corresponding to the cortical layers.

Similar voxel sizes are required for macaque (ocular
dominance columns �400 mm and laminae �100–
500 mm)11 and other primates. However, in rodents,
cortical thickness ranges from 900 mm to 3400 mm,12

so higher spatial resolution is required to distinguish
these layers with sufficient accuracy.

Animal experiments have demonstrated cortical
layer specific fMRI activations with spatial resolutions
as high as �100–200 mm.13–15 Cortical depth-dependent
BOLD fMRI activations in humans have also been
shown in the primary visual, auditory and motor cor-
tices, typically with spatial resolutions in the range of
750–1300 mm.16–18 However, an increase in spatial res-
olution usually comes at the cost of temporal resolu-
tion and longer scan times as more points have to be
sampled to obtain the same brain coverage.

Different methods have been developed to achieve
higher temporal resolutions; undersampling techniques
such as partial Fourier (PF)19 and parallel imaging
(PI),20,21 as well as compressed sensing22 are now
widely available. These can also be applied to EPI
sequences, but the gain in temporal resolution is not
very high because of the requirement to keep the echo
time (TE) close to the tissue T2*. Strongly accelerated
SMS-EPI (15-fold total acceleration) sequences using a
custom 32-channel coil for 7T can lead to 1.5mm iso-
tropic resolution with sampling rate of 1.2 s and all
brain coverage.23

Larger speed gains can be obtained for 3D acquisi-
tion schemes, where the third dimension can be under-
sampled in order to obtain shorter scan time,24,25

similar to what has been achieved successfully with

simultaneous multislice imaging.26,27 All these methods
allow whole-brain coverage.

Other strategies need to be adopted to reach a com-
bination of very high temporal and spatial resolution for
BOLD fMRI studies, since all high-resolution EPI-
based methods are still relatively slow due to the slice
phase-encoding steps or multiple slice acquisitions.
Acquiring only single-slice data allows a very fast acqui-
sition, with repetition times (TR) down to �200ms. In
order to simultaneously increase the spatial resolution,
one could reduce the in-plane field-of-view (FOV), in
combination with an outer volume suppression (OVS)
scheme, similar to so-called zoomed imaging.28 The
smaller FOV allows sub-millimeter resolution and a
faster sampling as a smaller imaging matrix is
acquired.29 Specific FOVs have been adapted to map
different brain regions with high in-plane spatial resolu-
tion.30,31 focused on ocular dominance columns in the
visual cortex with elongated voxels, while Huber et al.32

studied the laminar activity of motor cortex with similar
anisotropic voxels. Kashyap et al.33 achieved unprece-
dented 0.1mm in-plane spatial resolution to resolve lam-
inar activation in human visual cortex with even more
anisotropic ‘pancake’ voxels, optimized for the sampling
of cortical depth.

The sampling time can be further shortened if the
phase-encoding steps are completely skipped. This
extreme approach is dubbed line-scanning and, as the
name suggests, involves the acquisition of only one line
of interest. A single-slice is excited and the signal out-
side the line of interest can be suppressed through sat-
uration (OVS) pulses. The phase-encoding in the
direction perpendicular to the line is omitted, and the
line signal is then acquired after every excitation pulse.
Line-scanning fMRI has been successfully imple-
mented by pioneering studies conducted by X. Yu
et al.34 in rodents on a 11.7T MRI system. Line-
scanning fMRI data were acquired in rodents with
50ms temporal resolution and 50 mm spatial resolution
along the line. They managed to extract high-fidelity
BOLD hemodynamic response functions (HRF) of cor-
tical laminae. Specifically, the laminar position of
BOLD fMRI onsets were mapped according to the
neural input applied in somatosensory and motor cor-
tices of rats. Other preliminary studies have shown the
feasibility of line-scanning in humans at 3T35 and
promising results for neuroscience applications at
7 T.36 Specifically, Morgan et al. showed preliminary
results identifying cortical layers in the human primary
visual cortex through multi-echo line-scanning.

In this study, we investigated gradient-echo line-
scanning fMRI for human applications, with in-line
spatial resolution of 250 mm and temporal resolution
of 200ms. We discuss the implemented pulse sequence,
data reconstruction and analysis. We compared the
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BOLD sensitivity of line-scanning with a fast single-
slice gradient-echo BOLD EPI sequence using a
block-design visual task. We previously presented ini-
tial findings on these investigations.37,38

Materials and methods

Data acquisition

Nine healthy volunteers (4 male, 30� 5 years old) par-
ticipated in this study after providing written informed
consent as approved by the medical ethics committee of
the Amsterdam University Medical Centre. The guide-
lines of the Helsinki Declaration were followed
throughout the study. All participants were screened
prior to the experiments, to ensure MR compatibility.

All volunteers were scanned on a 7T MRI system
(Philips, Netherlands) equipped with a 2 channel trans-
mit, 32 channel receive head coil (Nova Medical, USA).
We acquired line-scanning data using a modified 2D
gradient-echo (GE) sequence, depicted in Figure 1(a).

To suppress the signal outside the targeted area in
the line of interest, we applied two slab-selective spatial
radiofrequency (RF) saturation pulses for outer
volume suppression (OVS), before slice excitation.
The spatial saturation pulses had a pulse duration of
7.16ms, a pulse flip angle of 97�, RF amplitudes of
4.85mT and 4.67 mT respectively, related gradients
with 0.27mT/m gradient strength and duration of

7.76ms (note this includes the slope time). Fat suppres-
sion was applied before the OVS using the vendor
implementation of spectral presaturation with inver-
sion recovery (SPIR), adjusting the frequency offset
to 250Hz and bandwidth to 1000Hz. All the prepulses
(including fat suppression and OVS) were repeated
every TR. The phase-encoding gradients were turned
off so that the signal collapses along the phase-
encoding direction into a line profile. The different
‘phase-encoding steps’ hence become time points in a
functional experiment. The equivalent in k-space is the
acquisition of one line, crossing the center k-space
point (kPE¼ 0), every TR (Figure 1(b)), which repre-
sents mainly the signal coming from the region between
the two saturation slabs, i.e. the “line”. The parameters
of the functional acquisitions were as follows: readout
direction, line resolution: 250 mm, array size: 720 points
along the line, line thickness in the ‘slice’ direction:
2.5mm. The nominal in-plane line width, or gap
between the two OVS slabs, was 4mm, TR 200ms
and flip angle of 16�, with a total of 520 timepoints
per run. The readout was performed with a gradient
duration of 22.28ms and strength of 4.26mT/m, result-
ing in a readout bandwidth of 45.4Hz/pixel. No SAR
restrictions were encountered, vendor SAR level esti-
mation never exceeded 47% of the local SAR limit. A
TE of 13ms was used for the first 3 subjects. In these
subjects, we investigated the optimal coil combination
approach, line-scanning temporal SNR and BOLD

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the gradient echo line-scanning (GE-line) sequence. Phase-encoding gradients are removed so that signal
collapses along the phase-encoding direction into the line profile. Two saturation pulses suppress the signal outside the relevant
cortical area, i.e. acting as outer volume suppression slabs. (b) The line-scanning k-space sampling pattern: acquisition of the same kFE
line every TR. (c) Acquired slice. (d) outer volume suppression (OVS): placement of saturation slabs to suppress unwanted signal
outside the line of interest, depicted by the gap (4mm) between the saturation slabs, in right/left direction across visual cortex.
(e) effect of the OVS on the phase-encoded slice, i.e. LSD image.
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sensitivity. A TE of 22ms was used for the other sub-
jects, where we compared the BOLD sensitivity
between the line-scanning and a fast single-slice GE-
EPI sequence (see below).

In each session, one phase-encoded scan (without
OVS) was acquired as an anatomical reference for the
line-scanning data. Moreover, one phase-encoded scan
(with OVS) was acquired before and one after the func-
tional scans, to assess possible subject motion and to
generate coil sensitivity maps. Subjects’ motion across
different runs was evaluated through frame-wise dis-
placement.39 Scan parameters matched that of the
line as much as possible: voxel size 250� 250 mm2,
matrix size 720� 180, slice thickness¼ 2.5mm, TR¼
103ms, flip angle¼ 16� and TE¼ 13ms.

The line-scanning signal is defined as the projection
of all the signals originating from the slice with OVS,
which we here dub the line signal distribution image
(LSD image, see Figure 1(c)). Therefore, voxels can
only be assigned to a certain tissue type if the signal
is homogeneous along the phase-encoding direction,
otherwise a mixture of tissue types is likely present
due to partial volume effects. Hence, the line was,
wherever possible, positioned orthogonal to the corti-
cal ribbon across the two hemispheres, along the right-
left axis and crossing the visual cortex. In Figure 1(c),
an anatomical scan of the acquired slice is shown.
Figure 1(b) and (c) indicate the positions of the OVS
slabs and give a visual impression of their signal satu-
ration effect outside the line (Figure 1(e)).

We acquired functional data using a block design
visual task in 6 runs of 104 s each, using a strong
visual stimulus to elicit robust BOLD responses in the
occipital cortex. A full-field 20Hz black and white flick-
ering checkerboard was presented in blocks for 10 s
on/off, starting with 4 s baseline and finishing with 10 s
baseline. Subjects were asked to fixate on a fixation
cross present during the OFF condition and in the
center of the checkerboard during the ON condition.

To assess the line-scanning BOLD sensitivity, we
acquired a phase-encoded fast single-slice EPI BOLD
fMRI dataset in 5 volunteers for comparison. Here,
fMRI data was recorded using a single-slice GE-EPI
acquisition with a 1x1 mm2 in-plane spatial resolution
and 2.5mm slice thickness to match voxel volume in the
line data. Other parameters were: matrix size 176�176,
TR¼ 200ms, TE¼ 22ms, flip angle¼ 30�, SENSE
factor 3, partial Fourier¼ 0.8. One run of 520 time-
points was acquired, leading to a total acquisition time
of 104 s. Note that the temporal resolution (200ms) was
matched to the line-scanning fMRI. The same function-
al stimulus was used as for the line-scanning acquisi-
tions. For a more direct comparison the value used for
the line-scanning acquisition and the single-slice GE-EPI
are reposted in Table 1. Notice that TR and TE were

chosen to be exactly the same, as well as the overall

voxel volume. Note, the FA was slightly different (16�

for line-scanning and 30� for GE-EPI). However, this

discrepancy leads to a small relative signal difference

and should not influence the final results (less than

1.1% using the signal equation for a spoiled gradient-

echo acquisition and a T1 of 1800ms for gray matter

tissue, see also the Discussion section).

Reconstruction

The reconstruction was performed offline using Matlab

(Mathworks Inc, USA) and MRecon (Gyrotools, CH).

Four different reconstruction methods40 to combine

the multi-channel line-scanning data were compared.

1. Sum of squares (SoS)
2. Weighted SoS using the tSNR per coil element

(tSNR)
3. Weighted SoS using the coil sensitivity maps (csm)
4. Combination of 2) and 3), as follows: S xð Þ ¼PNc

i
wi xð Þ �SiðxÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPNc

i
wi xð Þj j2

q where S is the MRI signal, Nc is the

number of channels of the receive coil (Nc¼32), and

wi xð Þ ¼ conjðcsmÞ� tSNR xð Þ per coil as the weight-

ing factor.

Coil sensitivity maps (csm) were obtained from the

phase-encoded reference scan that included OVS slabs

(Datapy), according to the following formula:

csm ¼ Re Datapyð Þ þ i�ImðDatapyÞPNc
i¼1 Datapyj j2

Where Re and Im indicate the real and imaginary part

of Datapy.
Datapy were first smoothed with a 2D Gaussian

smoothing kernel, with a full-width-at-half-maximum

(FWHM) of 7mm. Finally, the 2D csm were summed

along the phase-encoding direction over the region

where the slice was positioned, so their dimensions

matched that of the functional line-scanning data. The

coil combination yielding the highest tSNR of the

Table 1. Acquisition parameters for the comparison between
line-scanning and 2D GE-EPI.

Line-scanning 2D GE-EPI

TR 200ms 200ms

TE 22ms 22ms

FA 16� 30�

Spatial resolution 0.25� 4�2.5 mm3 1� 1�2.5 mm3
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resulting time-series was used for subsequent analyses.
tSNR was evaluated through:

tSNR ¼
�SðtÞ

rðS tð ÞÞ

Where �SðtÞ is the mean signal over time and rðS tð ÞÞ is
the standard deviation of the signal across time.

Analysis

We evaluated the performance of the OVS as the ratio
of the mean signal intensity between a scan with and
without OVS in regions of interest (ROI) inside and
outside the line. We also report the signal leakage
from outside the line into the equivalent line scan
area. This line-scanning signal leakage is computed as
the fraction of signal from outside the line and the total
signal in an equivalent line scan (i.e. complex addition
of all signals in the phase-encoding direction). In the
same way we evaluated the signal coming from inside
the line. The mean signal profile perpendicular to the
line was also computed and the FWHM was used to
estimate the effective line width.

Subject motion across different runs was estimated
for all sessions through the framewise displacement
evaluation of the LSD images acquired in the begin-
ning and at the end of the scan session. Additionally,
the motion within single runs was evaluated through
the displacement of the line center of mass (root mean
square displacement). Data from one subject, present-
ing an average root mean squared displacement across
runs higher than 0.6mm, were excluded from the
analysis.

Functional data were analyzed using a general linear
model (GLM) approach to assess the line-scanning and
2D GE-EPI BOLD sensitivity. T-statistics values
(t-stats) were computed to select active voxels. For
the computation of line-scanning t-stats we averaged
over the 6 runs, while to have a proper comparison
with the GE-EPI we considered each line-scanning
run separately, in order to have the same degrees of
freedom (only one run of GE-EPI fMRI was acquired).

To compare line-scanning and single-slice GE-EPI
fMRI acquisitions we modified the GE-EPI data in two
ways, to make the 2D data comparable to line data.
This double approach was chosen to confirm that the
performance of the OVS was adequate for fMRI
experiments and that any leaked signal from outside
the line of interest did not influence the final results
of the GLM analysis. First, we multiplied the LSD
image by the single-slice BOLD time-series data after
matching the spatial resolution of the LSD image to the
one of the single slice GE-EPI (CASE1-LSD). The

resulting image was summed along the phase-

encoding direction to obtain “line data” for the GE-

EPI, prior to computation of t-stats, giving rise to an

activation profile along the line. For the second

approach (CASE2-NOM), we selected the region

where the line was nominally positioned in the GE-

EPI scan and again summed along the phase-

encoding direction in that region, before the GLM

analysis. For a better understanding of the two

approaches, see also Figure S1 in the supplementary

material. In both cases, we manually aligned the line-

scanning data to the 1D versions of the image data and

averaged the line-scanning data every 4 voxels in the

readout (line) direction, in order to match the spatial

resolutions of the two acquisitions. Then we calculated

the Spearman’s correlation (R) between the t-stats in

brain tissue regions of every line-scanning run and the

GE-EPI CASE1-LSD t-stats and the CASE2-NOM

t-stats, yielding two correlation values (RCASE1-LSD

and RCASE2-NOM). Comparing RCASE1-LSD and

RCASE2-NOM will allow us to quantify the out-of-line

BOLD contamination. We also estimated the correla-

tion of the t-stats between CASE1-LSD and CASE2-

NOM (RCASE1,2). In addition, we evaluated the

correlation coefficients between t-stats of every run of

line-scanning with respect to each other, to estimate the

stability over time. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was per-

formed on the distributions of t-stats for the line-

scanning, CASE1-LSD and CASE2-NOM data, and

it rejected the null hypothesis at the 5% significance

level for all cases. For this reason, we used the non-

parametric Spearman’s correlation coefficient for the

correlation analyses.
Finally, we report an example of cortical depth pro-

file in a small line segment (9 voxels), as well as the

temporal behavior of the same voxels. We chose a

region where the line was perpendicular to the cortical

surface. We averaged the signal across runs and across

trials to get the signal profile in percentage signal

change (PSC) across 20 s of visual stimulus.

Results

Figure 2(a) shows the tSNR along the line-scan direc-

tion for the four different coil combinations, for one

run of line-scanning data of a representative subject.
All weighted combinations resulted in an increase in

tSNR compared to the simple SoS coil combination for

reconstruction. Importantly, the weighted combination

of both tSNR and csm outperformed the other

approaches in terms of tSNR in all individual datasets.

In pilot experiments, this result was consistent across

volunteers and runs. Hence, this coil combination was

used for all subsequent analyses.
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Figure 2(b) shows the signal profile perpendicular to

the line to assess the signal suppression outside the

region of interest. Note that the magnitude values are

shown in this plot, hence noise in the suppressed

regions is amplified due to the imaging data being

complex.
Data are shown for a representative subject. The

signal within the line of interest has a peaked profile,

i.e. it does not reach a plateau between the two OVS

slabs. The OVS slabs are nominally spaced 4mm apart,

hence 16� 0.25mm phase-encoded voxels would be

contributing signal if the OVS profile were an ideal

step-function. Experimentally, on average across all

subjects, the mean line width (FWHM) was

6.9� 1.0mm (mean� std), hence more phase-encoded

voxels are effectively contributing to the line-scanning

signal.
Table 2 contains the FWHM and OVS values for all

subjects, as well as the % of the signal coming from the

line and the % signal leakage.
The performance of the OVS was adequate (see also

Figure 1(e)). On average, the suppression of undesired

signal outside the region of interest (i.e. where satura-

tions slabs were positioned) was 94.3� 1.3% (mean�
std over subjects). This equals to 5.7� 1.3% (mean�
std over subjects) of signal that was still present outside

the region of interest. The signal within the line of

interest is also reduced due to saturation slabs, but

Table 2. Percentage of saturated signal outside the line, residual signal inside the line and full-width-at-half maximum of the line
profile, signal originating from the line and signal leakage, for all subjects.

Subject

Saturated signal

outside line [%]

Residual signal

inside line [%] FWHM [mm]

Signal coming

from the line [%]

Signal

leakage [%]

1 92.0 83.5 6.7 39.9 60.1

2 94.8 57.8 6.5 37.1 62.9

3 95.0 54.3 7.0 44.7 55.3

4 94.9 55.3 8.3 40.3 59.7

5 94.2 63.2 5.9 48.9 51.1

6 96.3 51.7 5.6 49.2 50.8

7 92.8 75.2 8.5 40.0 60.0

8 94.3 51.1 6.8 36.3 63.7

mean 94.3 61.5 6.9 42.0 58.0

std 1.3 11.8 1.0 5.0 5.0

Figure 2. (a) tSNR for different coil combinations for an example dataset: sum of squares (red curve, SoS) and weighted combi-
nations using tSNR per single channel (green curve, tSNR per coil), synthetic coil sensitivity maps (evaluated from data acquired with
the phase-encoding enabled and applied saturation pulses for OVS (blue curve, csm) and merged combinations of the previous two
methods (yellow curve, csm and tSNR). (b) Signal profile perpendicular to the line for a representative subject, to assess the signal
suppression outside the region of interest, OVS slabs are indicated by the purple rectangles. The line-width is measured as the FWHM
of the signal profile, represented by the dashed black lines.
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the residual signal inside the line is on average 61.5�
11.8% (mean� std over subjects).

Regarding the estimation of signal coming from
inside and outside the line, compared to the signal
coming from the all the LSD image, we estimated
that, on average across subjects, 42� 5% (mean� std
over subjects), of the signal is coming from the line,
while 58� 5% (mean� std over subjects) is originating
from outside the line.

An example line-scanning dataset of a representative
subject, averaged over 6 runs, is shown in Figure 3(a).
The color map represents the signal intensity as a func-
tion of position (vertical axis) and time (horizontal
axis). The stability over time and the limited effect of
subject motion in the left-right direction is clear
from the stability of the horizontal bands of signal in
Figure 3(a). The motion in the left-right direction, esti-
mated for every run and subject through the root mean
square displacement of the line center of mass, was on
average 0.32� 0.14mm (mean� std over runs and sub-
jects), apart from one subject which was rejected from
the analysis, since the averaged root mean square dis-
placement across runs was 0.85� 0.22mm (mean� std
over runs). Subject motion estimated from LSD images
acquired before and after each run showed that the
average displacement over the whole scan session
(around 40minutes) was 0.71� 0.65mm (mean� std

over subjects). Figure 3(b) shows the mean signal inten-
sity profile along this line through the occipital lobe.
This mean signal also represents the anatomical profile
along the line.

Figure 3(c) shows t-stats overlaid on the anatomical
scan for a representative subject. The white arrows
indicate the voxels with highest activation. Note that
there is good spatial correspondence between the pos-
itive BOLD t-stats and the grey matter ribbon in the
depicted dataset. In Figure 3(d), an example time
course for a single voxel (t-stat¼ 25) is plotted, show-
ing a strong BOLD response along with the predicted
BOLD response from the GLM in blue.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of line-scanning (4a)
and single-slice, TR-matched, GE-EPI BOLD fMRI
(4 b). To compare the single-slice GE-EPI and line-
scanning data along the line, the GE-EPI scan was
multiplied by the LSD image, in order to obtain a ver-
sion of GE-EPI with the same line profile as the line-
scanning dataset. The signal was then summed in the
phase-encoding direction in order to obtain the activa-
tion profile for the GE-EPI data (grey lines). Using a
perfect step function to select the line signal in the GE-
EPI (black line, Figure 4(b)), a similar activation pat-
tern is found.

Figure 4(c) shows a scatter plot of the t-stats of the
single-slice GE-EPI and line-scanning BOLD fMRI

Figure 3. (a) Line-scanning data, averaged over 6 runs and (b) mean intensity signal over the line for a representative subject. (c)
t-stats (plot in yellow and colormap on the bottom) superimposed on the anatomical scan for the acquired slice. In the color map,
yellow colors represent the highest t-stats and dark blue colors negative t-stats. The position of the line is indicated with a blue box.
White arrows indicate voxels with highest activity. (d) time course for a voxel with the raw time-series in orange and the predicted
BOLD responses from the GLM in blue.
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data, resampled to match the spatial resolution of the

GE-EPI scan. Data is shown for all runs of a represen-

tative subject.
Figure 4(d) shows the GLM results over the whole

slice for the GE-EPI acquisition, demonstrating that

the bulk of activation in the slice is located inside the

line of interest.
The similarity of line-scanning t-stats and GE-EPI

BOLD t-stats obtained with the line profile (CASE1-

LSD) is quantified for all subjects in Table S1 of the

supplementary material, through the correlation

between the t-stats for the two scans. The mean

value of correlation over all runs and subjects was

RCASE1-LSD¼ 0.59� 0.17 (mean� std).
Similar results were obtained with the second

approach of comparison (CASE2-NOM), selection of

the nominal line location in the GE-EPI prior to GLM

analysis. In this case the mean correlation coefficient

across runs and subjects was RCASE2-NOM¼ 0.49� 0.21

(mean� std, see Table S2 in the supplementary mate-

rial, and Figure S2 for the t-stats comparison of the

same representative subject of Figure 4. The correlation

coefficients of the t-stats sampled from the GE-EPI in

the two approaches were RCASE1,2¼ 0.81� 0.12

(mean� std) on average over subjects, indicating very

little differences between the two approaches (see

Figure S3).
Further analysis has been reported in the supple-

mentary material, where Figure S4 shows the power

spectra of the line-scanning sequence (Figure S4(a))

and the adapted GE-EPI to have one dimensional

data using the line profile, i.e. multiplication of LSD

image (Figure S4(b)). The time-series data was first

averaged over all voxels in the line contains data

before computing the power spectrum. In both cases

the physiological contributions from the heart rate and

respiration are visible.
To evaluate the stability over time of the six differ-

ent line-scanning runs, we report in Figure S5 the cor-

relation between t-stats of line-scanning runs

(Spearman’s correlation coefficient, R), averaged

across subjects. Averaging across all runs and subjects

we find that the mean correlation coefficient is

R¼ 0.77� 0.04 (mean� std), hence t-stats are stable

over time across the 6 different runs, facilitating aver-

aging over runs.
In order to show the potential of line-scanning for

assessment across cortical layers, we show in Figure 5

Figure 4. (a) t-stats profile for the line-scanning BOLD data (mean over 6 runs). Blue dashed lines indicate the thresholds (here
t-stats that are greater than 15) for showing active voxels in (d) coronal slice (anatomical reference) shown with phase-encoding and
without OVS applied. Overlaid on the slice are t-stats of the line scanning data plotted in hot colors (red to yellow). Light blue lines
highlight the position of the line-scanning data. (b) t-stats profile for the GE-EPI BOLD data obtained in the two ways: GLM approach
considering the line profile (multiplication of LSD prior to functional analysis, gray) and mean signal over the nominal line of interest
(black). (e) t-stats obtained with line profile, overlaid on the GE-EPI. Light blue lines highlight the position of the line-scanning data.
(c) correlation between t-stats of line-scanning acquisition and 2D GE-EPI with line profile approach for all runs, for the same
representative subject. (f) 2D t-stats for the GE EPI acquisition, showing that most of the activation is coming from the region inside
the line, marked with light blue lines.
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an example of a layer dependent profile for a small

portion of visual cortex located on the edge of the

calcarine sulcus, intersected perpendicularly by the

line. In Figure 5(a), the region of interest is highlighted

through the red box and the percentage signal change is

plotted for the same region across time (Figure 5(b)).

Figure 5(c) shows the t-statistic values for the same

portion of brain, while in Figure 5(d) the PSC versus

time is plotted for every voxel separately.

Discussion

In this paper, we report line-scanning fMRI results in

humans combining very high spatial and temporal res-

olution. Line-scanning has unique potential for laminar

fMRI due to its ability to map the BOLD signal

response at the mesoscopic scale in humans, with a

temporal resolution of a few hundred milliseconds.

We demonstrate that line-scanning can detect BOLD

activation in human visual cortex, with similar results

as standard single-slice GE-EPI, but with a much

higher spatial resolution.
We first focused on the optimization of coil combi-

nations for the reconstruction of line-scanning data. A

coil combination including coil sensitivity maps and
coil channel tSNR for the reconstruction shows the
best temporal stability, with resulting tSNR values
that are comparable to sub-milllimeter 3D imaging
and sufficient for BOLD signal detection.25

The line-scanning method demonstrated here relies
on the use of saturation pulses that aim to suppress the
signal outside the line of interest. The saturation pulses
resulted in a good OVS but also reduced the signal
inside the line. Considering the signal coming from
the line only, with respect to the total signal of the
whole LSD image, we estimate that there is, on aver-
age, 58% of signal coming from outside the line. For
future studies we will investigate whether the rotation
of the slice would reduce signal leakage from outside
the line, as we could diminish the amount of tissue
orthogonal to the line. Future line-scanning efforts
could also benefit from sharper saturation profiles or
spin-echo based line-scanning (i.e. beam excitation
using orthogonal 90� and 180� selective RF pulses41

to improve the sharpness of the line profile. At present,
however, we argue that the strong correlations of
t-stats between dimension-adjusted planar (2D-EPI)
obtained through CASE1-LSD and CASE2-NOM

Figure 5. Line-scanning cortical depth analysis; (a) the region of interest (ROI) is depicted by the red box on top of the anatomical
image. (b) The BOLD response amplitude (PSC) across cortical depth and time is shown for the ROI. (c) t-stats values for the same
voxels. Highest t-stats are found for voxels containing gray matter. (d) mean PSC every 5 timepoints versus time, showing different
behaviour in time, depending on cortical depth. PSC stands for percentage signal change.
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(R¼ 0.81� 0.12) indicate that line-scanning can be
used for fMRI with very limited within slice, out-
of-line BOLD signal contributions. As quantification
of the out-of-line BOLD signal contribution we
calculated the difference between R2

CASE1-LSD and
R2

CASE2-NOM, R2
CASE1-LSD-R

2
CASE2-NOM¼ 10.8%,

which indicates a variance mismatch of 10.8% between
the actual obtained LS activation profile CASE1-LSD
and the ideal CASE2-NOM.

Motion correction of fMRI data usually requires
spatial information from the images themselves. In
line-scanning data, these spatial references are severely
reduced when phase-encoding gradients are removed.
For this reason, subjects’ movements have to be limit-
ed. To prevent motion, subjects were secured in place
using foam pads between the ears and the head coil.
Moreover, movement in left-right direction is directly
visible in the line-scanning data as an instability of the
horizontal bands of signal (cfr Figure 3(a)), as well as
quantifiable by the displacement of the line center of
mass. In these datasets, data from one subject were
rejected due to excessive movement. As described in
the methods section, a phase-encoded scan containing
a 2D image with OVS slabs was repeated before and
after the functional scans, to evaluate the subject’s total
displacement. All subjects showed little displacement
(mean framewise displacement 0.71� 0.65mm, over
the 40minute scan session), apart from the aforemen-
tioned rejected dataset. Future studies may investigate
subjects’ motion through a multi-slice acquisition
repeated multiple times during the scan session, in
order to better quantify the exact location of the
imaged line in 3D – perhaps in conjunction with a
bite-bar to minimize head motion. Moreover multi-
echo acquisitions can be used to retrospectively
remove physiological noise contributions.42 Finally,
prospective motion correction through external cam-
eras or fat-navigators could be introduced to correct
the position of the line during line-scanning acquisi-
tion, without increasing the number of scans needed
in our protocol.43

In this study, we examined line-scanning sensitivity
to BOLD activity using a simple block design visual
task. BOLD responses can be detected in the human
primary visual cortex, with similar sensitivity to a
matched GE-EPI BOLD acquisition and the potential
of extraordinary temporal and spatial resolution along
the line of interest. The parameters of the two scans
were matched as much as possible and the only differ-
ence was the FA (16� vs 30�). The difference in FA will
result in a 1.1% difference for the inherent SNR
between the two scans. This can lead to small differ-
ences in the BOLD contrast weighting and image con-
trast. Differences in flip angles will also lead to
different sensitivity to the inflow effect. However,

from literature44,45 we know that at ultra- high field
strengths the inflow effect for BOLD imaging is already
minor because of the largely diminished intravascular
contribution due to the shortened blood T2*. Previous
work by Gao et al.44 compared BOLD signals with
different flip angles (30�, 60� and 90�) at 3 T. They
found that even with such large differences in flip
angles, the BOLD percentage signal change is only
slightly affected by different in-flow effects. For these
reasons, we believe that in our acquisitions a difference
of only 14� in flip angle should not affect the interpre-
tation of our results.

The comparison of single-slice GE-EPI BOLD and
functional line-scanning ensured that the proposed
technique offers similar BOLD sensitivity to conven-
tional approaches. Note that for the current conserva-
tive data analysis no temporal filtering was applied,
meaning that the raw signal shows the robustness of
the proposed approach. Effective signal to noise ratios
may also be improved by examining and removing con-
tributions of physiological and movement-related noise
sources, a strategy facilitated by the very high sampling
rates of our line scanning approach. Moreover, the sta-
bility of signals across different runs guarantee that our
method is stable over time and can be used for longer
tasks. This opens up the possibility of using line-
scanning for cognitive neuroscience experiments.
Here, the promise is that the spatial and temporal spe-
cificities of line-scanning will allow us to investigate
time-resolved cognitive computations with laminar pre-
cision. In this paper, we describe a line-scanning imple-
mentation and assessed its reliability in detecting the
BOLD signal changes upon a visual stimulus. Line-
scanning was primarily developed for layer fMRI
investigations, for which we presented a preliminary
example of cortical depth profile where the line was
positioned perpendicular to the cortical ribbon in the
calcarine sulcus. The cortical depth profile shown here
is affected by additional blurring not related to the
finite readout gradients, which was estimated to be
on the order of 3% (for a T2* value of 25ms for
gray matter), i.e. �8mm. Future work could focus on
the unexplained blurring which we attribute to biolog-
ical point-spread function.46

Line-scanning fMRI is a promising technique for
neuroscience and (patho)physiological research on
cerebrovascular and related disorders. Line-scanning
fMRI capitalizes on the high spatial and temporal
information from BOLD responses across the cortical
depth that can yield important insight on microvessel
function in health and disease. More specifically, a
wide range of neuroscientific questions may be
addressed by studying the dynamics of the BOLD
response across cortical depth, for example, in integra-
tion of visual information across the “blind spot” ;47
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the dynamics of BOLD responses in higher order areas
compared to lower input ones (e.g. output of V1
becoming input in V2 or MT) or the timing of signals
in the somatosensory cortex on self-touch, that prevent
ticklishness. Regarding elucidating cerebrovascular
(patho)physiology, the benefits of line scanning fMRI
can be very valuable in identifying and separating
microvessels signal features from large vessel signals.
Impaired microvessel function directly feeding the neu-
rons as opposed to those draining from the neurons
may have very different implications on the nature
and origin of cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative
diseases.48–51 Commonly obtained BOLD signals are
usually a mixture from the tissue-feeding microvessels,
directly part of the neurovascular network engaged in
brain tissue functioning, and signals from the larger
venous vessels that drain the cortical tissue.
Unfortunately, signals from larger vessels generally
obscure signals from the microvasculature, hampering
the identification of impaired microvessel function.
Nascent high-resolution techniques such as line-
scanning will open new methodological avenues to iso-
late and characterize microvessel spatiotemporal
behaviour, i.e. acting as a hemodynamic probe. For
example, microvascular flow patterns and transit time
estimates in response to neuronal or vascular (i.e.
hypercapnia, hyperoxia) challenges could be studied
in relation to, for example, small vessel diseases,52

and the proposed capillary transtit time heterogeneity
model.53–56 Finally, characterizing the microvascular
hemodynamics by line-scanning could potentially pro-
vide more insights in neurovascular coupling and
supply input to computational BOLD models.57,58

Conclusion

Overall, we demonstrate the feasibility of line-scanning
in humans at 7 T. We show reliable BOLD responses at
sub-millimeter and sub-second resolution using the
line-scanning fMRI technique, revealing high spatial
specificity for a visual task. We demonstrate the
robustness of the line-scanning technique by the com-
parison with a standard method (2D GE-EPI).
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